Murray Bridge
Sunday 21st June 2020

Stewards
M. Fernholz, J. Evans M. Herrmann

Veterinary Surgeon
Dr. B. Agnew

Late Scratchings
Hartland Ninga (R1)
Resolute Lee (R9)

GAR 46(2)
Injury
No Penalty
10 Days

Race 1
YOU. ME. 6 WEEKS. MAIDEN STAKE
395m Maiden

- A swab sample was taken from the winner SPRING MONTANA.
- On the first turn DANYO’S SHANKS moved out checking UNCHARTED causing both greyhounds to lose ground. On the turn into the home straight UNCHARTED and DANYO’S SHANKS ran wide.

Race 2
DAISH IRRIGATION AND FODDER STAKE
395m Grade 6

- A swab sample was taken from the winner ASTON CANON.
- Shortly after the start SPRING BLUE checked inside the heels of ASTON CANON. On the first turn SPRING BLUE checked around the heels of FOR FERGIE then moved out bumping MISTER KINGWOOD.

Race 3
KURT DONSBERG PHOTOGRAPHY STAKE
395m Grade 6

- On the turn into the home straight ASTON TALKS ran wide. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 4
TABCORP GRADE 5 SERIES HEAT 1
455m Grade 5

- On the point of the turn DANYO’S BULLY and LAVISH PEDRO bumped. On the turn into the home straight RIGHT EXIT checked around the heels of LAVISH PEDRO then moved out checking VELOCITY DORY causing RIGHT EXIT to be turned sideways.

Race 5
SKY RACING GRADE 5 SERIES HEAT 2
455m Grade 5

- On the first turn QUERENCIA moved down checking DANYO’S WYLIE. Along the home straight WINSOME DYLAN and DANYO’S WYLIE ran wide.
- DANYO’S WYLIE was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 6
METRO ROLLER DOORS STAKE
455m Grade 6

- A swab sample was taken from the winner RUSTY FURY.
- There were no racing incidents to report.

Race 7
MONTEITH MEATS STAKE
455m Grade 6

- Shortly after the start ASTON MERLIN moved down across the heels of BOTTLED FURY. On the first turn FINNISS FINESSE moved out bumping SPRINGVALE JORJA several times then FINNISS FINESSE moved out checking SPRINGVALE JORJA causing both greyhounds to lose considerable ground. Along the home straight VELOCITY CAPRICE ran wide.

Race 8
MURRAY BRIDGE COMMUNITY CLUB STAKE
395m Grade 6

- Approaching the first turn THIRTY WATCHES moved out into the running line of NIGEL LEE causing NIGEL LEE to run onto the heels of and drag down THIRTY WATCHES which resulted in NIGEL LEE severely stumbling. On the first turn EXPRESS EVE and SPRINGVALE SLICK bumped. On the point of the turn THIRTY WATCHES eased appearing injured. Along the home straight CAWBOURNE SPOTTY ran wide.
- THIRTY WATCHES was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 14 days.
- NIGEL LEE was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 9
RURAL CITY OF MURRAY BRIDGE STAKE
395m Grade 5

- On the first turn SLIPPERY JACK moved down checking ALLINGA JESS. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 10
@THEDOGSSA MIXED STAKE
395m Mixed 3/4/5

- On the point of the turn EEDEE KEEPSAKE and NIRIMBA PIRATE bumped causing NIRIMBA PIRATE to lose ground. Along the home straight FILTHY PHANTOM ran wide.
Stewards inquired into the circumstances surrounding Trainer Mr. Robert Harris failing to retrieve his greyhound Hartland Ninga from the kennel house for race 1. After questioning Mr. R. Harris and considering all evidence before them, Stewards found Mr. R. Harris guilty of an offence under GAR 46(2) and he was fined the sum of one hundred dollars ($100). In assessing penalty Stewards took into consideration Mr. Harris’ extenuating circumstances.

* Published subject to correction upon revision